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Abstract This paper presents a novel high-order bandpass semi- trends of sigma-delta modulator research include the
MASH sigma-delta modulator (4-2+2-...-2+2mb) with fJ4 center maximization of the SNQR through the spreading of NTF zero
frequency. The proposed topology employs a semi-MASH technique while achieving expandable architecture and minimizing the
with a 4-2Lmb topology to achieve an expandable and extendable overloading point [8]. By exploring different trade-offs between
high-order bandpass noise-shaping. To illustrate the novel these two topologies a semi-MASH sigma-delta modulator,
architecture's behavior an 8xOSR 12-order 1.5-bit semi-MASH recently proposed [9], can achieve a high-order expandable and
sigma-delta modulator is designed achieving 88 dB SNQR (signal-to- extendable noise-shaping characteristic. The main idea behind this
quantization-error ratio) at -1dB overloading point (90% of the new architecture is the creation of a feedback path between the
modulator full-scale). A double-sampling mismatch-free single- cascade modulator stages to obtain an aggressive noise-shaping
opamp double-delay resonator is also proposed for the semi-MASH with a minimum overloading region. In this paper, the semi-
sub-stages to improve the overall design performance. MASH technique is further enhanced and applied to bandpass

I. INTRODUCTION sigma-delta modulation. In section II, the proposed bandpass
semi-MASH architecture is thoroughly studied and a designIn modem wireless communication applications, the support ofseiMS arhtcuestooglytdedndaein

multiple operation modes represents usually a trend to obtain the example is presented to illustrate its behavior and compare it withsultiple ofperodc.Tetionmodes representssualttatndard impinhes different existing topologies. In section III a novel double-
success of a product. The adoption of multi-standardslmplies sampling mismatch-free technique will be proposed and explored
different types of modulation and channel bandwidths leading to for future application in the bandpass sigma-delta modulator.
highly flexible implementations. If signal digitization occurs in the Finally, the conclusions will be drawn in section IV.
baseband the analog circuitry complexity is higher with an
important impact in the final cost. However, if the signal could be
digitized closer to the antenna, then the multi-standard II. ARCHITECTURE STUDY
functionality including demodulation and channel-selection would The block diagram of the proposed expandable and extendable
be performed in the digital domain [1-6]. An optimum solution to high-order bandpass semi-MASH sigma-delta modulator is shown
fulfill this objective, at an intermediate-frequency (IF), implies in Figure 1 including the gains associated to different blocks. It is
digitizing the analog signal through a bandpass sigma-delta a combination of a bandpass version of 2-lLmb [9] and semi-
modulator, which will exhibit higher performance when compared MASH technique. The analog part comprises a 4th-order bandpass
with wideband Nyquist-rate ADCs. Since traditionally the sigma-delta modulator as the first stage followed by a chain of
bandwidth of IF signals is much smaller than the carrier frequency semi-MASH sub-stages. The first stage quantization gain is 4 to
the bandpass sigma-delta modulator is an efficient architecture for reduce the internal resonator swing and its noise transfer function
such type of applications which benefits from its oversampling (NTF) has two zeros atf/4. On the other hand, its quantizer error
characteristic to achieve a high signal-to-noise-ratio [7]. But when will be attenuated by a factor of 2 and also asymmetric coupling
the signal bandwidth increases, and for a fixed carrier frequency, will be provide to the subsequent stage in order to minimize the
the OSR value must be reduced which turns oversampling less overload region, introducing a systematic loss of 2, i.e., 1-bit loss
attractive. Thus for wider bandwidth applications, high-order into the overall noise attenuation. Each semi-MASH sub-stage
multi-bit sigma-delta modulators are naturally the best choice for consists of two 2nd-order bandpass sigma-delta modulators with a
an optimum system solution. M\ASH-type sigma-delta modulators feedback sum in between. A quantization gain of 2 is introduced
such as 4-4 mb and 4-2Lmb are usually utilized for the in each modulator to reduce the internal resonator swing.
implementation of high-order noise-shaping modulators.. Recent
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Figure 1. Generic (4±2xn)-th-order bandpass semi-MASH sigma-delta modulator with 4-2±2- ................................. -2±2mb topology
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In the proposed architecture, the feedback within the sub-stage Figure 3 shows the power spectrum density (PSD) of the
can spread the two NTF zeros away fromfs14 though appropriate modulator's output including a detailed zoom view around fs/4 for
control and using the adequate error cancellation logic. If perfect a -1 dBFS sine wave (and relative to the reference voltage). SNQR
cancellation occurs, the signal (STF) and noise (NTF) transfer of 88 dB and a SFDR of 107 dB are achieved. Figure 4 shows the
functions of the proposed semi-MASH can be obtained as histogram of the outputs of all resonators relative to the reference
presented from (1) - (4), where the digital cancellation logic, used voltage, which are all within the quantizer full-scale in order to
to eliminate the internal quantizer error can be expressed by (5) - avoid overloading the modulator stage. Figure 5 shows the 3D plot
(7). The location of the NTF zero location is given by (8) and if n of the SNQR versus the input signal level and the PSD within the
is odd, one additional NTF zero occurs atfs/4 as express in (3). bandwidth. The SNR curve shows that -1 dBFS overloading point

Based on the above architecture and corresponding equations is achieved and 9000 of the modulator full scale can be used. The

an 8xOSR 12th-order (4+2x4) 1.5-bit band-pass semi-MASH output PSD shows that the proposed topology will not be affected
sigma-delta modulator has been designed to demonstrate the by stability since the input signal level is less than -1 dBFS.

Comparing the results of this semi-MASH architecture with a 4-superior behavior of the proposed structure. The digital 2Lmb topology, a more aggressive noise shaping is obtained, oncancellation logic can be obtained from the expressions (9) (13). the other hand, comparing it to 4-4Lmb topology, the overloadFigure 2 shows the SNQR versus feedback factors 1 weights (112 region is now smaller and the systematic loss is avoided due to
and 334) for -1 dBFS input signal level. To maximize the SNQR scaling down the inter-stage quantizer eor coupling gain.
and minimize the coefficient spread, a gain weight of 1/9 iS
selected for both 312 and 34 Totally 6 NTF zeroes (3 double-zeros) Zooiii N
will exist which are located at [0.25-0.0267, 0.25, 0.25±0.0267]xfs. -4-pit Signal
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Figure 3. PSD of modulator output.
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6'dF ~Peak SNlDR BBdB at-i dEWS matching and calibration technique [10] could be applied to
n3 TwcKN zewes suppression the mismatch leakage. A band-pass DEM technique]To Tzzeroes F;~/r Q [5-6] can also be applied to the DAC, which will be equivalent to...-OverIoadingRegion . .............applya high-order noise-shaping (first-stage with a 4th-order

E X 0 :i01 \ | noise shaping and a band-pass DEM noise-shaping) for the
put* Signl Xsuppression of the DAC's linearity leakages more effectively.
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Figure 5. SNQR vs. loop order with different topology for 8xOSR.

Figure 6. SNQR vs. loop order with different topology for 8xOSR
Figure 6 shows the SNQR curves and a detailed zoom view for

different M\ASH topologies, with Table I showing their TABLE I PERFORMANCE SUMMARYFORDIFFERENCE TOPOLOGY
performances summary for 8xOSR. The gray dotted line (aTb) are
12)-order 4-24mb MASH with all NTF zeros forced to DC with (a) Topology SNQR OL
having 1-bit internal quantizer and -5 dB overloading point (OL) a. 4-2-2-2-2 MASH; 1-bit 60 dB -5 dB
and (b) having 1.5 bit internal quantizer with -1 dB overloading b. 4-2-2-2-2 MASH; 1.5-bit 70 dB-1 dB
point. Since a 3-level DAC is inherently linear in differential c. 4-2±2-2±2 semi-MASH; 1-bit 77 dB -5 dB
implementation, comparing it to 1-bit internal quantizer, it will be d. 4-2±2 semi-MASH; 1.5-bit 62 dB-1 dB

efeciv to us a bi inera in order e.4-2±2-2 semi-MASH; 1.5-bit . .... ..... 73 dB -1 dBmore etetv ouea1.5 otmen quantizer moerto f.4-2±2-2±2 semi-MASH; 1.5-bit 88 dB -1 dB
minimize the overload region. Then,(c) represents a 12th-order I III I

, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~90

semi-MASH with all 0 gains equal to 1/9, resulting in a larger 17 r :_ Mi mat hsig a=0-01% 1 ----------------

dB SNQR gain when compared to (a); (d-f) are obtained from 8 -, IWsac ign :6
1 0h- and 12th- order Semi-MASH architectures with 1.5-bit ° W1 Mismach siga 01% II
internal quantizers, when led to -1ldB constant overload point. In So

a gain of 18dB SNQR over the traditional 4-2Lmb topology (b). In t4L
a final comparison with 4-2Lmb and 4-4Lmb topologies, the I i
proposed semi-MASH maximizes SNQR while minimizing 11 _
simultaneously the overload region, leading to extendable and 20 ,| 0
expandable bandpass sigma-delta modulator architecture. 0 82i

Just like most of MASH-type sigma-delta modulators, the % 80 81 82 83 a4 a5 86 87 88 E8
inter-stage quantization error leakage is the main drawback that SiignalktoNoIise Ratio (dBlD
might damage the overall performance. There are three main paths
contributing to mismatch leakages: the resonator's feed-forwardFiue7SNRv.wghmsathtndrdvaio
path gains, the DAC's linearity and the feedback factor 3's. Since
all resonator's gains of the semi-MASH sub-stage are set to unity, III. DOUBLE-SAMPLING MISMATCH-FREE RESONATOR
the mismatch in the signal path can be avoided by applying a A mismatch-free technique based on an exchange capacitor
mismatch-free technique, which will be presented next. The 4:- has also been developed for the switched-capacitor delay circuit
order bandpass sigma-delta modulator used as first stage [11]. Since in the proposed topology, all the resonators gains of
contributes for the suppression of all mismatches leakages through the semi-MASH sub-stages are equal to unity, this technique can
a 4:-order band-pass noise shaping. Figure 7 shows the histogram be applied to the resonator to avoid inter-stage quantization error
of SNR of -1 dBFS input with different capacitor ratio mismatch leakage. Furthermore, double-sampling can also be applied to
standard deviation of the DAC's and the feedback factor J3's with increase the effective sampling frequency. Figure 8 shows the
100 Monte-Carlo simulations. Worst case 78-dB SNR is achieved proposed double-sampling mismatch-free single-opamp double-
for 0.l1% standard deviation in capacitor ratio. Dynamic element delay resonator.
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There, several operations can be found that include sampling, [5] Ueno, T., et al.; "A fourth-order bandpass A-E modulator using second-order
output, store and charging, and which will be executed by the bandpass noise-shaping dynamic element matching", IEEE JSSC, vol. 37,
exchange of 4 capacitors (CA, CB, CC, CD) circularly in the 4 No. 7, pp. 809-816, July 2002
phases (a, b, c, d). hi phase a, the input will be sampled by CA. [6] Vadipour, M.; "A bandpass mismatch noise-shaping technique for Y-A
Thenases,CA.W connectntonase outnmputin p seb andthe hargeinCA modulators", IEEE Trans. on CAS II Analog and Digital Signal Proc. vol.Then, CA Will connect to the output in phase b and the charge is 51, No. 3, pp. 130-135, March 2004
Cc will charge the output capacitor. Also, the charge i Cc is [7] S.R.Norsworthy, R. Schereier and G.C.Temes (Editors), Delta-Sigma Data
stored in phase a, which will be the output in phase d. This Converters: Theory, Design and Simulation, IEEE Press 1996.
operation will be continuous executed by the 4 capacitors (CA, CB, [8] R.del Rio, et al.; "Highly linear 2.5-V CMOS YA modulator for ADSL+",
CC, CD) circularly in the 4 phase (a, b, c, d). There is no charge- IEEE Tranon CAS I: Fundamental Theory and Applications, vol. 51, No. 1,
transfer though this feed-forward path, implying that there will be pp. 47-62, January 2004
no capacitor mismatch affecting the resonator gain that is equal to [9] Chon-In Lao, Seng-Pan U and R.P. Martins "A Novel Semi-MASH Sub-
1. This operation can be summarized (14) to (16). Figure-9 shows stage for High-order Cascade Sigma-Delta Modulator", in Proc. of
the resonator simulated magnitude response versus different DC ISCAS05Kobe, Japan, pp. 3095-3098; May 2005.
gains. This technique will be further developed and applied to the [10] P.Kiss., et al.; "Adaptive Digital Correction of Analog Errors in MASHgalsemilNlSH architcturWlllse previously introduedina orderto

tne ADC's-Part II:Correction Using Test-Signal Injection", IEEE Trans. on
semi-MASH architecture previously introduced in order to CAS-II, vol.47, No.:7, pp. 629-638, July 2000.
optimize its performance in subsequent work. [1 1] Seng-Pan U, R.P. Martins and J.E.Franca"Highly Accurate Mismatch-free

SC Delay Circuits with Reduced Finite Gain And Offset Sensitivity", in
CA X Y[n] = CA X X[n -1]- Cc x Y[n - 2] *.. (14) Proc. ofISCAS'99,Orlando, USA, pp. 57-60; May 1999.

CAXY(Z)=CAXX(Z)XZ _CCXY(Z)XZ-2 ... (15) Xp d - + a

Y(z) z= Y(z) = z' (16) ba
X(Z) I+CcZ-2 x(Z)CA=CC I+zaZ42 b a
CA~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

IV. CONCLUSIONS b b 0Xa b
This paper presented an expandable architecture for an c b C

extendable high-order bandpass modulator which has employed a c _ - +r
semi-MASH technique (4-2+2-... -2+2mb). Significant advantages a d
are obtained in terms of the SNQR, SFDR and overloading region D l C
by spreading NTF zeros and using 3-level internal quantizers. The

---
YP

idea of introducing inter-stage feedback has also been combined to
3 !

existing 4-2Lmb bandpass sigma-delta topology. A 12th-order 1.5-
bit semi-MASH bandpass sigma-delta modulator was then T O:T
designed to illustrate the novel architecture's efficiency. The a a
design achieved 88dB SNQR with a -1dB overloading point and it c -T Td
also implements the most effective high-order noise-shaping ever ->c C b Sam Q B c
developed when compared with previous different topologies. A d - + dSm eC C O
double-sampling mismatch-free single-opamp double-delay bT C tU t CD C C c
resonator was also proposed for the semi-MASH sub-stage c. b O
resonator to further enhance the new architecture performance in a tT t b Store C| CCD C |B
future work. a d-1|A m+ b Charge CBOCCCO-
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Figure 9. Resonator magnitude responde for different DC gains
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